Advance Notice—Make Your Plans to Attend Now

AUCTION DATE:
Saturday, November 2, 2019

Auction Starts at 9:00 am.
Doors open at 8:00 am. Auction Day
(Special preview on Friday, November 1,
from 1:00 pm. to 4:00 pm.)

AUCTION LOCATION:
The Frederick Fairgrounds
(Indoors-heated building #12)
797 East Patrick Street
Historic Frederick, Maryland 21701

For more information please contact:
Howard B. Parzow, Auctioneer
301-351-6544 ~ e-mail hparzow@aol.com

Our auction firm specializes in medical - dental - drugstore
- apothecary - country store and advertising auctions exclusively.
"We are proud to say this firm conducts more historic dental
collections than any other auction firm in the United States."

We can provide transportation from anywhere in the United States.

Is pleased to announce...

The collection of Dr. Alan C. Garlick of Deerfield, Massachusetts

This dental collection consists of several turn of the century dental
Cabinets including Ranson & Randolph and Harvard Dental
Cabinets - Collection of Tooth Keys 1770's to 1800's - Pelicans from
1700's to the 1800's (including Child's) - Extracting set by "Charriere"
C.1810-Dental Elevators (Tooth Extraction Instruments) 1800's
-Tongue Scrapers 1800's - Early Silver Mirrors C.1809 to Late 1800's
-Scaling Instruments C.1800's - Dental Surgical Instruments in
Cases - Foot Drills - Goat's Foot Elevator French, 19th Century
-Early Dental Chairs C. 1800's - Folk Art Three Dimensional Wooden
Carved Sign in Form of a Tooth on Which is Written "Teeth Pulled"
-Early Pottery Toothpaste Pots and Lids C.1800's - Syringes - Lancets
-Mouth Props - Forceps - Early Tooth Brushes - Cutting Tools
-Dental Advertising Mirrors - Ritter Dental X-Ray Unit, Pat. Jan., 5, 1926
-Seven Drawer Roll-Top Table Top Dental Cabinet w/ Brass Handle
-Black Memorabilia, Medicine Advertising Signs Plus Other General
Advertising, Such as Calendars, Mirrors, Almanacs and Booklet.
Numerous Albums Full of Colorful Advertising Trade Cards, Colorful
Sheet Music, Apothecary Bottles, Patent Medicine Bottles, Pill Boxes,
and Advertising Tins. Thousands of Colorful Travel Postcards.
-Forceps etc.

Approximately 300 Lots To Be Sold. No Internet Bidding.

Left bids and phone bidding accepted.
No credit cards accepted.
10% buyer's premium added to the hammer price.
Make it a weekend – Frederick has great restaurants
and plenty of antiquing!

Photos coming soon to our website
www.parzowauctions.com